It started on a ski hill in 1986....

“Culture under the tent” enjoys a rich tradition in the Midwest. In 1874 the Chautauqua Assembly of Lake Chautauqua, New York, offered adult education in the sciences and the humanities. Soon after the turn of the century, traveling Chautauquas took the form of tent shows moving from town to town during the summer offering lectures and entertainment. The town of Bayfield hosted several Chautauquas during the years preceding World War I.

A permanent Chautauqua landed in Bayfield in the summer of 1986 after the talents of Warren Nelson, Betty Ferris, Sally Kessler and the Lost Nation String Band (made up of Nelson, Don Pavel, Bruce Burnside, Jack Gunderson and Bruce Bowers) attracted the attention of community leaders in Bayfield, Ashland and Washburn. The group had received rave reviews for their original musical histories produced and performed for three specific occasions: Souvenir Views for the Washburn centennial celebration; Whistle Comin’ In for the Ashland centennial; and Riding the Wind for the Bayfield all-class reunion.

Audience response to Riding the Wind - presented in the Bayfield High School gym - was so overwhelming that the group was asked to add an extra performance. Bayfield resident, Mary Rice along with the MAHADH Foundation (established by Mary Andersen Hulings and A.D. Hulings) offered to build a permanent theater that would showcase the myriad talents of these creative artists. But Nelson had a love for canvas after spending summers with his dad traveling to county fairs across southern Minnesota. He proposed a Chautauqua-style entertainment venue that would draw visitors from across the Upper Midwest to enjoy a variety of original productions, regional artists, and national headliners.

The first tent and the first season in the summer of 1986, offered 42 shows with 5,218 tickets sold. The first original show commissioned specifically for the new venue was the musical revue “Take it to the Lake” featuring songs, stories, poetry and even mime centered around the theme of Lady Lake Superior.
Lake Superior Big Top Chautauqua continues to advance its mission of PROVIDING YEAR-ROUND CULTURAL ACTIVITIES THAT CELEBRATE EXCELLENCE IN ENTERTAINMENT, EDUCATION, HISTORY AND ENVIRONMENTAL STEWARDSHIP. We stay true to the ideals of the original Chautauqua movement all year long by touring during the off-season, delivering a mix of rich musicals to schools and community theatres throughout the region. Tent Show Radio is beamed into the homes of families on some 50 public radio stations across the country.

While we have lost our beloved Lost Nation String Band with the 2008 death of our friend and bandleader Don Pavel, our Blue Canvas Orchestra is still performing and creating new material. Our revered Executive Director Carolyn Sneed has retired – but still supports and attends the shows on the hill, and while our Founder and long-time Artistic Director Warren Nelson has stepped down from his post, we still perform his celebrated works and look forward to welcoming him back for a special Warren Nelson & Friends performance this summer. Co-Founder and Visuals Director, Betty Ferris, is still our curator and historian – although digital images have replaced thousands of slides used to illustrate songs and stories of the past.

At the turn of a new century, the magic of Big Top Chautauqua nests comfortably next to its competitive cousins – radio, television, movies, the Internet – to tell stories of those who walked the land and paddled the rivers and stared at the stars dreaming of what the next day would bring. Thanks for being part of our journey which to date has taken us through 25 exciting years. Together, may we ensure that there be at least 25 more!
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In their own words...

My whole family really enjoyed Riding the Wind last night! We took all 5 of our children, ages 2-10, and it meant the world to them! My husband and I went last year on our Anniversary and bought the CD. The children all knew the CD by heart. We even wore the old one out and had to buy another! Thank you to all of the performers who made their day by signing posters for them! What a fantastic show! Fabulous performance! We will all be back next year! Thank you for helping to make beautiful memories!

**The Berger Family, 7/4/10**

---

I love the Big Top. This is an awesome place to play.

**Bela Fleck, 7/10/08**

---

We have had such an amazing time here. This is an amazing gig. What a great idea, who would have thought of it, way up there in Wisconsin - a circus tent. And it's genius.

**Abigail Washburn, 7/10/08**

---

It's a musicians dream to be a part of something unique in all the world, please, please, don't ever wake me..

**Ed Willett**

---

The bear was memorable. I think it was stalking the tent. Beautiful country, excellent tent, lonely bear.

**Leo Kottke**

---

As both a performer and an audience member, I have always marveled at how the Big Top can make 900 strangers feel as if they are a cozy dozen...that thin canvas skin holding us warmly beneath the universe.

**Michael Perry, 11/12/10**

---
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In a long line of outstanding Big Top Tent Raisers, including “Riding the Wind”, I think Elephant Revival and Avett Brothers tore out the roof and went way beyond our highest expectations - and they ARE HIGH. Elephant Revival would intimidate some great bands but the Avetts just took off from where they left us - thrilled, standing & applauding. They deserve a whole show of their own, but whoever put these two bands together found a combo as perfect as peanut butter & chocolate. Please bring them both back. I've seen a lot of concerts and this ranks way up there on the thrill meter. Thanks for such a great show, Avetts. We & Love & You!
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And many more!
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